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Nature is what we are around  us all time , the 

green treesand plants, the blue sky with the white 

clouds, the dark soil,the river,or the pond ,and the 

animals together make up nature. whether 

werealise or not ,nature plays an enormous and 

inevitable role in our life.

nature is our provider,it gives us almost all the 

basic things we need. Everything that we use has 

its roots in nature . nature has inspired

          Nature,In the broadest sense ,Is the 

physical world or Universe."Nature"Can refer to 

the phenomena of the physical world and also to 

life in general.Nature is an important and integrel 

part of mankind.It isone of the greatest blessings 

for human life. it offers as a protective layer

                 

Nature



Queen of Ocean
There she lies

Inside the shells like a pearl

Gentle waves swayed her hair 

Her crystal eyes shine with

A child ‐Like delight

By her lullaby the ocean falls asleep

Her silliness is laced with sadeness

She swims with a glide of a goldfish

and gave way to the beckoning waves

She ridethe tides of life

and dive for her soul

seeking the fulfilment of sleeping dreams 



Thoughts
Life is like riding abicycle.To keep you balance,you must 

keep moving              

                    -Albert Einstein

"Education is the most powerful weapon we can use to 

change the world"

-Nelson Mandela

"One of the greatest diseases is to be along nobody 

anybody"

-Mother teresa

"You have to dream before your dreams can come true"

-A.P.J Abdul kalam

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow.Learn as if you were to 

live forever"



Fruit Riddle
1:I am a fruit with seeds on the outside, 

what am I ?

ans:strawberry

2:I am a bird. I am a fruit , I am a person , 

what am I?

ans:kiwi

3: I look green but what eat is red and what 

you spit out is black .what am I?

ans:watermelon

4:what fruit never ever want to be alone ?

ans:pear



   Riddles NO : 1
1: I Run but I never walk

answer:River

2:Luky's Father has four sons

Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday....Who 

is the fourth son ?

answer:Luky

3:What has 88 Keys,But cannot open a 

single door ?

answer:Piano



   Riddles NO : 2
1: I Have no life,But I can 

die,What am I ?
answer :Battery

2 :What have teeth,But can't bite?

answer: Comb

3:People change,Make race

,Save me,What am I ?

answer: Money



      Clouds
It is hot.

The sky is blue.

A little cloud comes looking for you.

More clouds come.

They bring rain.

Sing and dance.

It's cool again!



      OUR World
The grass is green,

The sky is blue,

The moon is white,

The clouds are, too.

The sun is yellow,

The trees are brown,

The leaves are red

When falling down.

The sunset's orange,

The air is clear,

What a colorful world



A Happy Child
My house is red-a little house;

A happy child am i:

I laugh and play the whole day long,

I hardly ever cry.

I have a tree, a green, green tree,

To shade me from the sun;

And under it I often sit,

When all my play is done.



A LITTLE TURTLE

I am a little furtle

I am crawl so  slow

i carry my house 

wherever i go

when i get tried 

iput in my head 

my legs and my tail

and i go to bed



Our tree 

A littile bird sees 

ripe fruit on our tree

And eats a tasty berry

The bird flies tall

And a berry seed fall

The rain hav come

hurry! lest's run.

cloud,rain and sun....

Our plant is born,

 A littile one.

Now a tree

with branches long.

crows and bird-song

crawling ants and

Spiders'

web,caterpillers with 

tiny legs.

rich green leaves life

a plemty.
by: vyga rajesh    



Anandi's Rainbow

It was raining outside .anandi was fast asleepdreaming 

of rainbows.she  woke up to look our of her 

window .There was a huge bright rainbow across a clear  

blue sky .anandi ran out to the garden with mili her 

favourite cat 

       Anandi loved to draw and paint. today she wanted to 

paint the flower of her garden with the colour of the 

rainbow. she coloured one flower with the violet and 

anoter with the indigoof the rainbow. one     with the 

blue and leaves with the garden....... one with thhe 

orange ........ one with the red........

      but she left the 

yellow so that the sun 

may look bright and gay.

And lo! there were

 beautifull flower all

 over the garden the sun

 was up there shining in

  its yellow glory 

After giving colour to the

 flower and the sun,

 The rainbow was gone   



If I where an Apple

"if  Iwere an apple 
And grew on a tree Ithink I'd 

drop down 
on a nice boy like me 
Iwouldn't stay there 
Giving nobady joy 

I'd fall down at once 
And say,"Eat me ,my boy!



SAVE NATURE
Don't pollute Weather

please save the Nature.

If you destroy nature ,

you destroy the chance of life

Save trees, Save earth

we all are the guardians of nature birth.

Study nature , stay close to mature

it will never fail you.....



Song of the flower 
I'am a kind word uttered and 
repeated
By the voice of nature;
Iam a star fallen from the 
Blue tent upon the grencarpet
I'am the duaghetr of element 

with whom winter concevied
To whom springgave birth
Iwas reared in the lap of
summer and i slept in the 
bed of autumn

At down i unite with the brezz
To announce the comming of light
at eventide i joint the birds
In bidding the liht farewell
The plain are decoreted with
My beutiful clours and the air
Is scented with my fragrance



As i embrance slimmer the eyes of
Night watch over me,and as i
Awaken I stare at the sun ,
which is the only eye of the day.
I dring dew for wine, and hearken to
To rhythemic swaying of the grass

I'am the lover's gift; I'am the wedding 
weath; I'am the memory of a moment 
of happiness ; Iam the last gift of
the living to the dead; I'am a part
of  joy and a part of sorrow.

But i took up high to see only ligh
And never look down to seemy shadow
this is wisdom which man must learn



The Moon
The one who always shines

with borrowed ligh
Enlighten the way in the
midst of darkness

plays hide and seek 
between day and night!

Really amazing me with his
changing shape

when he is in round
the wolves are ready to howl

with their long,sad,cring sound
Over the hills and under the moonlight

He makes the sky beutiful and and
let the humans to look up high

He will glow up and enjoy with his frinds
when i look up and start counting

Irealize that i forgot the moon 
While i'm counthing the starts!



Nikola Tesla
Nicola Tesla was a sultan ‐ American
innentor , electrical engineer , mechanical 
engineer ,
and futurist best known for his contribution to the 
desing of the meren atternation current electricity
supply system though he was famous and 
respected 
He was never able to traslate his copious 
imentions was into long term financial surcess ‐ 
unlick
His early employer and cheef rivel , thomas dision

Born : 10 July 1856 , smiljan , creatia.

Died : 7 january 1943 , the new yorker
       hotel , United state.

Education : Gray University of Technology ,
       gimmnaziga Karlovac.

Prasent : Milutin Tesla , Dura Tesla.

Sililings : Dane Tesla , Angelina Tesla , 
        masica kosamamo , Mitka Tesla



Mittu and The YellowMango
       Mittu was a parrot . A green parrot with a red 

beak. One day Mittu was flying.He loved to fly.He 

looked down,he saw abig yellow mango on a 

tree.mittu liked mangoes."I want to eat that 

yellow mango."He said.He flew down to the 

tree.    

                           "Caw,caw, go away. This is my 

tree,"said a voice. Mittu looked up. He saw a big 

black crow."caw,caw,go,go."the crow shouted. 

he had a very loud voice. Mittu was afraid of the 

crow. back to the tree.Mittu came to the tree.He 

ate the big yellow mango."yummy yummy,what a 

nice mango!"He said.He was very happy.Clever 

Mittu!



He flew away. Mittu saw a red ballon it was under 
a tree. He had an idea he picked up the red 
balloon. He was careful not to burst it.He flew to 
the mango tree the crow was sitting on the tree.
          Mittu went behind the tree.He picked the 
ballon with his red beak"pop!"The ballon burst.It 
made a loud voice."Caw!"said the crow.And he 
fell off the tree."Caw,caw,a big gun is of to 
me,"said the crow.He flew away.He never came 



 
Importance of Teacher

The teacher is the person who make 
us wonder us full of knowledge . 

Teacher is considered more than god. 
Teacher is considerd be the lamp of 
ligh. Without teacher we cannot do 
any things in life there is deferend a 
hand of a teacher in this life of every 

persons in the world, with whoe 
blessings we can become successful 

in life.



Teachers hand is behind the success 
of any person. A person's life is 

incomplete without a teacher. Every 
teacher makes us cultured an 
disciplined students along with 

education.



QUEEN OF OCEAN
There she lies

inside the shells like apearl

Gentle waves swayed her hair

Her crystal eyes shine with

A child-like delight

By her lullaby the oceans fall asleep

                       Her silliness slaced with sadness

                       She swims with a glide of gold fish

                       And gave way to the beckoning waves

                       She ride the tide of life

                       Seeking the fulfilment of sleepng dreams

                       Some where there lies her dreams

                                                                        AKSHAYA SUMESH:9A
  



SELF RELIANCE
Self-reliance is a sure key too
 success and happiness.A
 self reliant person always depend
 up on his on
 energy,capacity to work,prudence
 and the resources.Therefore,a slf 
reliant person is master of
 himself and the circumstances as
 he calm,sure,confident and self
 possessed.
 



He is
 firm,prompt in action and ever
ready to face anycallenge,and 
fertile ofresources.While others 
who are not independent are 
surely much handicaped.It is
 really a slavery todepend on 
help,guidance,aid or resources 
anda slave is always at



others for help,guidance,aid or resources

 and slave is always at a great

 advantage.Person is most happy and

 satisfyed whe he realise up on his

own strength,power and resources.He ever

 walks without cretcges or out

 side suupport.

Self reliant peoplehave always been always

found sure,self

 assured,deiseive,optimistic,free,independen

t and gold

Day dont suufer from in decision or delay.

They are rich in expidency,quick in action

 and stead fast in decision.



There willpower is
 very strong,There resoulutions un failing.
They are the makers and masters of their
 destiny they blame fail,circumstance or 
the
 tools for they make this on



tools and use them with greatest 
skilland
 concentration whch is at their
 command.Their work,their creation and
 achievement bear the stamp of this
 personality.There orginalin ideas and
 shaping things and events.They acieve
 what they will because they are self
-dependent,resolule,single minded and 
self
-controlled.They knowwell this strength 
and
 wakness and so use their energies and
 resources in such a way as neur to expose
 their weakness and they acieve this
 victory,theie ambitions and goals,then 
their
 joy is an unalloyed bliss for the glory is 
not
 be shared with others.
                 



 Self-reliance is the best support
 the best tool and supprot and the 
shortest 
way to success.Lo.rd budha says YOU 
ARE
 THEBOTH FRIEND AND ENEMY OF
 YOURSELF.The heaven and hell lies in 
with you.it is upto what you choose.you 
are your own lamp guide and 
staff.Never depend on others.Be the 
maker of your destiny.Help 



yourself and world will help you.It reminds 
us of the famous saying,god helps those
 whohelp themselves,All successfull men
 and women have been self reliant.They 
achieved what they deserved because 
they
 didnt depend on other.They ran fast and 
in
 time on the road of selfreliance.
                                                              The
 path of self help and reliance is strewn 
with
 thorns ofdifficults but at the end,there are
 flowers of glory and success full of rarest
 fragrance. SUPPORT FAVOiiURS HELP  etc ...
 from other spoil us they make us
 handicapped and slaves the ease comfort
 and facilities uraken us from within .



"let us
 
 not  lose heart,then,when best by
 difficults.or sharplytried,or oppressed by
 failure,for these things are designed to
 intimulate us to higher and purer effort and
 to teach us the greatest and glorius lesson
 of self reliance.Truly ther is no royal road 
and satisfaction path pass through self
 reliance self help and struggle.
                   
                                                              EZA ANN JOBY    9A



NATURE
Nature is what we see around us all the
 time,the green trees and plants,the blue
 sky with the white clouds,the dark soil,the
 river or the pond,and animate together
 make up nature.Whether we realise or not
 nature plays an enoromous and inevitable
 role in our life.Nature isour provider,give us
 almost all the basic thingswe
 need.Everything that we use ha its roots 
in
 nature.Nature has inspired.
                                                                      
   
                                    i
                                                                                       



Nature,in the
 broadest sense,is the ohysical world or
 universe."Nature"can eefer to the
 phenomena of the world,and also to life in
 general.Nature is an important and integral
 part of mankind.It is one of greatest
 blessings for human life.It offers us a
 protective layer.     
                               AMRUTHA ANEESH 10C



THE MAGICAL DREAM WORLD
There was a boy named Jose.He live in a
 village.Which is the middle of the 
forest.The
 forest is over runned by demon and
 monster.The village is surrounded by 
strong
 wall which block most of the attacks from
 the monsters and had astrong army which
 mostly consist of villagers.Jose is a really
 naughty and always like pranked 
people.His
 parents real likes him,but he desregard
 sthe love and care shown by them .



He did
  not have any friend since cild hood
 because he was very ugly and was 
from a
 low class family so he spend most him 
time
 for pranking.As always,while he was
 pranking some people,he saw a orcs of
 breaking the wall from behind.He
 immediatly alerts the villagers but they
 dismiss it just a prank.By the time the
 villagers realize,it was already too late
. everyone was dead except him 
because his
 parents sacrifice their own life to save 
him.



Josh who never cared about his family,now
seeing the corpse of his parents,becomes
dewastated and breaks down.Only then he realise 
how much he liked parents.While hewas mourning 
there death.A arc sneaaks up behind him .When it 
was about twicle him a hooded man with a swod till 
all the arcs josh blames himself for all the people 
and decides to commit sucide.The hooded man 
stops him for doing  so and instracts josh to not to 
let his parents lose their life in vains.Josh decides not 
to let any one suffer his some fate and want to 
becomes powerful enough to protect those in 
need.he begs the hooded man to take him as his 
disciple and then the hooded man is revealed to be 
a demon hunter.the demon hunter whose name 
isaaron decides to take josh in as his disciple.he 
starts training as his day and night.After years of 
training,josh is finally ready.he goes to a city know 
as hell.it is called as helll due to its reputation of 
having the most crimes and its overrun by 
monsters.Josh would  then spend his entire life 
tiressely fighting the people and mosters that causes 
troubles.

                                              SHORT STORY                                                                    EAPPAN KURIAN ELDHO 9A



A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY THAT CHANGED THE WORLD-PLASTIC
The worlds first fully synthetic plastic was 
bakelite uavented in new york in1907 by leo 
beek land who coined the term 
plastics.Plastics area wide range of synthetic 
or semi synthetic material that usepolymex 
as a main ingardient There plastic to be 
moulded extructed or passed into solid 
object of various shape .plastic typically are 
made throught human in dustrial system              
               MOST MOFERN PLASTIC ARE 
DERIVED FROM  FOSSIL FUEL BASED 
CHEMICAL  Like naturel gas or petroleum .in 
developmened economies about a thing of 
plastic is used in pack aging and roughly the 
same in building in app;ication such as 
piping ,plumbing or vinyle siding 
                  in medical feid , polymer in 
plants and other medical devices are 
derived  at least partially from 
plastic.worldwide about 50kg of plastic is 
produced annually per person with 
production doubling every  10 years  
                           



 Many chemists have contributed to the 
materials science of plastics including noble lor 
eat her man staudinger who has been called 
the father of polymer chemistry and herman 
mark know as the father of polymer physics 
most of plastics products are created for one 
time using medical field which helps to prevent 
the spread of dangereous diseases by 
eliminating the need to sterlise an reuse a 
device
                                       The success and 
dominence of plastics satrting in the early 
twentynth century ha s caused wide spread 
environmental problems,due to their 
decomposition rate in natural ecosystems 
towards the end of 20th century the plastics 
industry promoted recycling in order to cas 
environment conscence.the presence of plastic 
in environment hurt ecosystem and human 
health
                            NIDHI SNAIR 9F 



NIKOLA TESLA
Nikola tesla was a american 

 inventer,electrical engineer mechanical
 engineeer and futerist best known for his
 contribution to the design of the modern

 alternating current electricity supply
 system.Through he was famous and

 respected he was never able to translate
 his copie inventions into long term financial
 succes unlike his early employer and chief

 ruvial, Thomas edison.

SONA K BENNY 9F





Panache
By the students of Mar Coorilose 


